struction as to threaten human existence. Inevitably, capitalism will revive the struggle for a radiant future—a future in which history is reappropriated by its makers, in which material insecurity is abolished, and in which individuals are allowed to develop their potentialities. When that time comes, socialists must be better equipped with visions of what they want and how it might work. In the meantime the epigones of Adam Smith should make the most of their honeymoon, because it will not last. And when the pendulum swings there will be no evil communism to blame. The struggle for socialism is at its dawn, not its dusk.
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5. We discuss these studies in chapter 3.
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9. This is also an argument made in Vladimir Andreĭ, Workers in Stalin's Russia (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1988), particularly chapter 3. He argues that Taylorism works only under stable conditions of production, absent in the period of Stalinism.
10. It might be useful to distinguish between “functional flexibility,” which refers to the reorganization of work to adapt to uncertainty of inputs, that is, shortages, and “numerical flexibility,” which refers to the contraction and expansion of the labor force in response to changing levels of demand. Prototypically, state socialism requires functional flexibility whereas capitalism requires numerical flexibility. For an analysis of these two notions of flexibility as they apply to England, see Anna Pollett, The Flexible Firm: Fixation or Fact? Work, Employment, and Society 2 (1988): 281–317.
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7. There are a number of studies that have shown that at a system level the productivity of the USSR is less than that of the United States. Needless to say, the computations are very complex and make many assumptions. Briefly, they involve comparing the output of one country with the output of the other if the second were to use the inputs of the first. According to Berliner’s calculations (“Managerial Incentives and Decision Making”) for 1960, if the United States uses Soviet inputs and if the outputs are calculated in Soviet prices, then the relative “efficiency” of the USSR nonfarm economy is between 36 and 39 percent of the United States. On the other hand, if the USSR uses American inputs and calculates output in U.S. dollars, the relative “efficiency” of the USSR nonfarm economy turns out to be between 87 and 98 percent of that of the United States. A similar but more elaborate analysis by Bergson (“Comparative Productivity and Efficiency in the USA and the USSR”) arrives at a relative productivity of the Soviet Union between 39 and 59 percent of the United States’s. The results raise many interesting questions of interpretation. Higher average productivity can be attributed to stage of economic development rather than “system efficiency.” And if we attribute the difference to greater “efficiency,” this does not imply greater technical efficiency of enterprises, but can be explained in terms of allocational efficiency. Finally, the figures only refer to efficiency as realization of production possibilities, not to optimal output, which would involve an evaluation of noneconomic objectives and costs.


9. First, we did not pick on our two factories. Allied was the only place Burawoy was able to get a job, and he was helped by a close relation who was engineering manager. We stumbled onto Bánki as a result of a lecture Lukács gave at a conference attended by its director. Second, the distinctiveness of Hungary may lie as much in the freedom to conduct research and the relative openness of public discussion as in its industrial organization.

10. Konrád and Szelényi, The Intellectuals on the Road to Class Power; Szelényi, “The Intelligentsia in the Class Structure of State-Socialist Societies.”

11. Szelényi, “The Intelligentsia in the Class Structure of State-Socialist Societies.”


13. Ibid.

14. See, for example, Ernest Mandel, Late Capitalism (London: Verso, 1975), and David Gordon, Richard Edwards, and Michael Reich, Segmented Work, Divided Workers (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982).


28. In reality, of course, within a socialist firm the ease with which workers can make their basic wage varies just as employment insecurity is unevenly distributed within a capitalist firm.


31. Here are the figures from the last four years of proposed and accepted norm cuts. In 1981, 659 were proposed and 323 (49 percent) were accepted; in 1982, 837 were proposed and 465 (55.6 percent) were accepted; in 1983, 457 were proposed and 265 (58 percent) were accepted; and in 1984, 385 were proposed and 294 (76.4 percent) were accepted.


34. See Burawoy, The Politics of Production, part 4.

35. Thus, for example, we discovered an elaborate incentive structure in the Hungarian steel industry, according to which managers can more than double their income through sponsoring innovations. Highly rewarded innovation is a prerogative of management. If workers propose an innovation they can get paid only a nominal sum, but if they elicit the cooperation of their bosses and then of their bosses’ bosses and so on, the amount of the reward increases commensurately. Ordinarily managers’ incomes are little more and sometimes less than those of semiskilled workers, so that money from innovations can be critical to maintaining their life-style.


38. We would tentatively suggest that rush work is most likely to occur when there are both supply and demand constraints. Thus Mária Ladó and Ferenc Tóth describe rush work in an electronics firm with workers living in the factory and laboring around the clock in certain periods, while in others staying at home and undertaking secondary jobs. The firm was subject to intensive shortage of materials on the one side and the demand for punctual delivery on the other. (“Egy ipari üzem munkaszervezet—a hiányzások épület munkaszervezet [Labor Organization in an Industrial Shop—A Labor Process Based on Shortages],” manuscript, Munkaügyi Kutatóintézett, Budapest, 1982.) Usually socialist firms face weak demand constraints, but here the customer placed ex-

acting and politically enforced demands on the firm. In one of the most systematic studies of arrhythmic work, Mihály Laki comes to similar conclusions, namely that arrhythmic work is the result of accountability to the state, which generates both shortages and ministerial pressures to increase profits and sales. Where the demand constraints are particularly rigid, as in production for export and investment goods, rush work is more pronounced. Particularly relevant to the discussion here are Laki’s figures which suggest that rush work is not much more prevalent in socialist than in capitalist countries, although Hungary has one of the worst records. (“End-year Rush-work in Hungarian Industry and Foreign Trade,” Acta Oeconomica 25 (1980): 37–65.)


40. Szélényi, cited in Fehér, Heller, and Márkus, Dictatorship over Needs, p. 34.


42. Dyker, “Planning and the Worker,” pp. 40–41.


46. For an account of the free play of the external labor market in Hungary, see Gábor and Galasi, “The Labour Market in Hungary since 1968,” and Péter Galasi and György Sziráczki, “State Regulation, Enterprise Behaviour, and the Labour Market in Hungary, 1968–83,” Cambridge Journal of Economics 9 (1985): 203–19. György Kövári and György Sziráczki describe the dilemma of an enterprise seeking to both attract new workers and keep old ones. In 1979 its strategy was to increase the basic wage for newcomers so that it approached that of the old-timers, and at the same time to uncouple actual earnings from basic wages. In this way, key workers could earn two to three times their basic wage, mainly through overtime, while new arrivals would struggle to make their basic wage. Five years later, facing an even worse labor shortage, the company introduced VGMKs in an attempt to retain the allegiance of core workers. The VGMKs not only provided earnings for workers but proved to be cheaper than the two alternatives: importing Polish guest workers and contracting work out.
or Workplace Autonomy)]” (manuscript, Institute of Sociology, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, 1984).


**Introduction to Part Two**


2. Indeed, the Hungarian state has taken advantage of popular support for “the private sphere” by encouraging the autonomy of the family, burdening it with social insurance functions and making it the crucible of the second economy. By overloading the family, the state was able to pay lower wages and reduce its expenditures on welfare programs. Inevitably, this led to soaring divorce rates as compared to the 1950s, when the state tried to regulate the family. At the early period of state socialism the state tried to use women as its agents for establishing a new domestic division of labor and a new code of sexual conduct. At that time women and particularly their “emancipation” came to symbolize the encroachment of the state into the private sphere. See Goven, “The Anti-Politics of Anti-Feminism.”

**Chapter Four: Production in a Shortage Economy**

1. János Kornai, *The Economics of Shortage*.

3. For an excellent analysis of the way corporate culture is used to obtain the participation of middle managers in their own elimination, see Vicki Smith, Managing in the Corporate Interest (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990).

4. Here we have been very influenced by the work of Iván Szelényi on the character of central appropriation, by the work of Tamás Bauer on plan bargaining, and by the work of János Kornai on the shortage economy. While we accept Kornai’s criticism of equilibrium theory and his description of capitalism and socialism as surplus and shortage economies respectively, we find his explanation of the differences inadequate. Focusing on hard and soft budget constraints obscures precisely the contributions of Szelényi and Bauer, namely the importance of the logics of appropriation and distribution in the two systems. See Szelényi, “The Intelligentsia in the Class Structure of State-Socialist Societies”; Bauer, “Investment Cycles in Planned Economies”; and Kornai, The Economics of Shortage.

5. Originally the scrap yard was fitted out with a computer system that would automatically register the amount of both heavy and light scrap charged. The idea was that the front end of the car that delivers the scrap would be filled with light scrap to cushion the impact of the heavy scrap at the rear when both hit the converter walls. In this way the converter would have a longer life. But shortage of scrap and of time, particularly due to program changes when the amount of scrap would be changed abruptly, made this sorting-out process infeasible. So the computer control system doesn’t work; all scrap is registered manually and therefore is easily subject to manipulation. Similar manipulations take place in the case of the hot metal. The crane driver is responsible for registering the amount of hot metal. He can turn his counter to zero after there is already a few tons of hot metal in the ladle.

6. These experts came from a consulting firm linked to one of the biggest United States steel corporations. They had been sent to LKM at the insistence of the Ministry of Industry as part of the conditions for loans from the World Bank.

7. The careful following of heats from the point of steel production to their departure from the factory as finished steel is still not possible. We found it impossible to trace what happened to a given heat after it left the Combined Steel Works. Part of the problem is that because there are so many different steels being produced, parts of the same heat may end up in different places. Another problem, we were told, is that the storage yard contains so many different types of steel that it would be virtually impossible to locate a particular heat. And then there doesn’t seem to be a careful recording of steel that is scrapped and returned to steel production.


9. Of course, there is the important proviso that self-organization is ineffective and perhaps counterproductive in the context of intense shortage, most likely to occur in peripheral sectors of state socialist economies or in the early period of taut planning in the Soviet Union. But as state socialism develops and the problem of shortages, while remaining, becomes less severe, so self-organization becomes a possible way of increasing technical efficiency.

10. Here one might also refer to the emergence of worker collectives, known as VGMKs, which are essentially systems of internal subcontracting made up of self-selected, self-organized groups of workers and managers paid for the completion of specific tasks. VGMKs can be found at LKM, but in declining numbers. In a fascinating article, David Stark underlines their simulation of rudimentary markets adapted to uncertainties generated in bureaucratic environments, whereas we regard them as signifying the requirements of self-organization on the shop floor. See Stark, “Rethinking Internal Labor Markets.”

Chapter Five: Painting Socialism

1. For his successive class maps see Erik Olin Wright, Class, Crisis, and the State (London: Verso, 1978), chapter 2; Classes (London: Verso, 1985); and, for his most recent scheme, The Debate on Classes (London: Verso, 1989), chapter 8.


4. Of course Przeworski is not alone in this tendency, which has been inspired by Edward Thompson. Although Thompson’s book The Making of the English Working Class (New York: Vintage Books, 1963) did pay attention to the material conditions of exploitation, his overriding focus was on the language of class as an independent force. Others, such as William Sewell in his Work and Revolution in France (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1980) and Gordon Jones in his Languages of Class (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), have taken Thompson’s cultural analysis even further from the realm of material production. What distinguishes Przeworski’s work from this new-fashionable industry of discourse is its theoretical self-consciousness.

5. Also reacting against the teleology of class in itself to class for itself, but nevertheless wishing to retain some connection between the two, Ira Katznel-
son introduces two levels of analysis between "structure" and "collective action": "ways of life" and "dispositions." However, by multiplying the range of mediating institutions and allowing lived experience and consciousness to vary independently of each other, he makes the link between class structure and class formation so contingent as to be virtually nonexistent. See Kitznelson, "Working Class Formation: Constructing Cases and Comparisons," in Working Class Formation, ed. Ira Katznelson and Aristide Zolberg (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1986), pp. 3-44.

6. I have learned a great deal from several Berkeley students who have worked along similar lines. Jeffrey Haydu's Between Craft and Class: Skilled Workers and Factory Politics in the United States and Britain, 1890-1922 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1988) shows how factory regimes shaped the different patterns of mobilization among metal workers in England and the United States before World War I. Richard Biernacki's study of the textile industries in England and Germany shows how different cultural definitions of the commodity labor come to be inscribed in different factory regimes, leading to different forms of protest and, by extension, to different national labor movements (Biernacki, "The Cultural Construction of Labor: A Comparison of Textile Mills in England and Germany" (Ph.D. diss., University of California, Berkeley, 1988)). Soon Kyoung Cho shows how despotic factory regimes in the electronics industry in South Korea tend to mobilize women workers into a collective force, whereas the hegemonic regimes of the Silicon Valley fragment and atomize the work force. See Cho, "The Labor Process and Capital Mobility: The Limits of the New International Division of Labor," Politics and Society 14: 2 (1985): 185-222. Linda Fuller has shown how factory regimes can change within state socialism, allowing greater autonomy from the central directing apparatuses and greater participation for workers. (Fuller, The Politics of Workers' Control in Cuba, 1959-1983: The Work Center and the National Arena [Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1992].)

7. Jadwiga Staniszkis is one of the few analysts sensitive to the different interests of intellectuals and workers. Rather than arguing that self-limitation emerged spontaneously from the working class, she suggests that Solidarity's "expert" advisers, acting as conduits for governmental restraint, were responsible for retaining "the leading role of the party" in the preamble to the first agreement. More generally, they engineered the "shift from radical antibureaucratic and anti-hierarchical semantics... toward liberal semantics underlining human rights problems, but relatively less radical in relation to the political framework existing in Poland." (Staniszkis, Poland's Self-Limiting Revolution [Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984], p. 49.) Her conclusion is that Solidarity, rather than forging an alliance with oppositional intellectuals or the Roman Catholic church, should have joined forces with the burgeoning antibureaucratic forces within the party, including the so-called "horizontalist" movement. This was never seriously entertained because of Solidarity's "fundamentalist" hostility to the party.

8. These themes are emphasized by most accounts of Solidarity. They come across forcibly in the recollections of worker activists and observers from the Baltic Coast region. A number of these reports appeared in English in Stadyus 3 (1982): 252-309. They highlight the importance of the religious symbolism and above all educational rituals, such as the Mass, which maintained the confidence and faith of the workers through the difficult first two weeks of the strikes. The language of class had been appropriated by the dominant class and the party apparatus so that workers drew on their common historical culture but particularly on the language of religion to cement their solidarity. In addition, the reports describe the subjection of party secretaries and trade union officers to public humiliation while, at the same time, rank-and-file party members were often leading activists in Solidarity. Workers also expressed a suspicion of intellectuals, even members of KOR, the Committee in Defense of Workers. Not just critical of hierarchy and bureaucracy, workers set up the basis of democratic representation and participation, often taking them to obsessive lengths.

9. See, for example, Stanislaw Stasinski, Class Struggle in Classless Poland (Boston: South End Press, 1982), pp. 167-245. The socialist project comes out most clearly in the program adopted by the delegates to Solidarity's national congress at the beginning of October, 1981. Although there was no reference to socialism and although Solidarity's cultural platform was strictly nationalist rather than internationalist, the program nevertheless included the defense of working-class interests both in production and in consumption, a commitment to social policies which would ensure minimum standards of living and above all equality, and economic reforms which combined planning, self-management, and market. The overall objective was a self-governing republic based on institutions of self-management as well as of a liberal democracy. See Labor Focus 5: 1-2 (Spring 1982): 3-14.

10. Gramsci insisted that the occupation and transformation of trade unions, church, party, school, and press—that is, the institutions of civil society—was a necessary part of socialist strategy in capitalist societies of the twentieth century. But he never abandoned the idea that the conquest of civil society would have to be followed by the seizure of state power if any revolutionary transformation was to be successful. Given Poland's geopolitical situation, Solidarity leaders attempted to avoid this last phase at all costs, always insisting that they were not a party. See, for example, Jacek Kuroń, "Not to Lure the Wolves out of the Woods: An Interview with Jacek Kuroń," Telos 47 (Spring 1981): 93-97.

11. Timothy Garton Ash, The Polish Revolution: Solidarity (New York: Vintage Books, 1985), p. 4. See also Norman Davies's lucid attempt to read Solidarity back into Polish history, Heart of Europe (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1986). Undoubtedly Polish oppositional intellectuals, such as Adam Michnik, publicly drew lessons from Polish collective memory in their political speeches. But the question remains, how is it that the Poles have been able to sustain and
deepen their collective national consciousness, whereas in other countries (such as Hungary) with similar histories, the national consciousness is less prominent and has failed to galvanize social movements.


13. Colin Barker, *Festival of the Oppressed: Solidarity, Reform, and Revolution in Poland*, 1980–81 (London: Bookmarks, 1986). The same is true of the “state collectivist” view. Michael Szkolny, for example, argues that the regime has “conceptually embezzled” the essential ideological weapon that could be used by the working class to threaten the social order—socialism and Marxism. While the church has provided the basis for constructing Solidarity in the face of a totalitarian power, it has not created the language for overcoming conceptual embezzlement. So how can Szkolny account for the rise of such a powerful working-class movement in a “state collectivist” society? Here he substitutes historical narrative for sociological explanation. See Szkolny, “Revolution in Poland,” *Monthly Review* 33:2 (June 1981): 1–21.


16. For a different use of the concept of corporatism, see Staniszewski, *Poland’s Self-Limiting Revolution*, chapters 1 and 2.


20. Two of the most influential accounts of the class character of state socialism deny the possibility of an independent workers’ movement. In *The Alterna-

tive in Eastern Europe*, Rudolf Bahro goes so far as to dismiss the very concept of the working class: “The concept of the working class has no longer any definable object in our social system, and, what is far more important, it has no object that can appear as a unity in practical action. . . . Our society is no longer characterized by a ‘horizontal’ class division, but rather by a ‘vertical’ stratification. . . . Deprived of these associations which are adapted to their immediate interests, the workers are automatically atomized vis-à-vis the regime. They are in any case no longer a ‘class for itself,’ and not at all so in a political sense” (pp. 183–84, 190). In *The Intellectuals on the Road to Class Power*, György Konrád and Iván Szélenyi, although far from denying the existence of a working class, regard class consciousness as unattainable without the aid of intellectuals: “Not only do they [intellectuals] refuse to foster the culture of other classes; their monopoly is even stricter than that, for they appropriate and absorb the culture of other classes and strata or, failing that, displace them. In this way they prevent the working class (for example) from becoming conscious of its own identity in its present structural position” (p. 249).


23. The average number of man-hours worked per ton of finished steel in Hungary has remained relatively constant at about 25, compared with 8.6 in the United States (1978). The 1978 figures for other countries are as follows: Japan, 9.8; West Germany, 11.8; United Kingdom, 23.2; France, 14.2. See *Technology and Steel Industry Competitiveness* (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Technology Assessment, 1980), p. 138. Since then figures have fallen even further so that in the United Kingdom the figure is 7.1 in 1984–85. See *Report and Accounts* 1984–85 (London: British Steel Corporation, 1985), p. 6. One should note that labor costs per ton look very different since the hourly compensation of an American steelworker is thirty to forty times that of a Hungarian steelworker at official exchange rates.

24. In the fall of 1986 the last Martins were closed down and all the pig iron from the blast furnaces was directed to the Combined Steel Works. This led to more heats being produced per shift; we were averaging between nine and twelve in the summer of 1987. In 1988 the closure of one of the three blast furnaces, the shortage of iron ore and scrap, and the falling demand for steel led to a decline in the number of heats per shift.
25. In 1987, under pressure to reduce hard currency expenditures (the bricks came from Austria), a few experiments were made to try to extend the life of the lining. By following what is standard practice in other plants, that is, by adding magnesium oxide to the fluxing agents, it was possible to protect the wall. The number of heats per lining rose from six or seven hundred to twelve or thirteen hundred.


27. I didn’t realize that I was following in the footsteps of the steelworkers of Huta Warszawa, who defied martial law by painting the red star above their gate black (Ash, The Polish Revolution, p. 304).

28. The situation has changed quite dramatically since 1985. When I first worked at the Lenin Steel Works, Hungary was still being touted as the economic miracle of Eastern Europe. Now its economic situation is viewed more as a disaster, saddled as it is with an international debt that is said to be over fifteen billion dollars. In 1988 the dramatic turnover of personnel in the Central Committee and Politburo, the replacement of Kádár by Grósz as first party secretary, and perestroika in the Soviet Union have launched a new phase of economic reform in Hungary which further elevates market forces within the state sector. So there are now plans to drastically cut down production at Özd and consolidate it with the Lenin Steel Works. At the time of writing (1988), the most widely rumored plan would cost six thousand workers their jobs at Özd, with little hope of gaining new employment there or elsewhere. In the words of an official from the Hungarian Chamber of Commerce, this would create unprecedented social tensions.

29. I am here borrowing from János Kornai, The Economics of Shortage. Kornai argues against equilibrium theory, in which supply balances demand. Instead he distinguishes hierarchical economies in which demand exceeds supply and market economies where supply exceeds demand. In the former, what he calls the shortage economy, enterprises do not confront stringent or “hard” budget constraints but “soft” budget constraints. The state adopts a paternalistic policy toward enterprises, protecting them against bankruptcy. On the other hand, in the surplus or market economies, enterprises face hard budget constraints and their survival depends on their profitability, defined by prices.

30. Mine is not a conventional understanding of the effects of ritual. In the Durkheimian tradition, rituals are viewed as building solidarity, inculcating the norms of society. See, for example, Victor Turner, The Ritual Process: Structure and Anti-Structure (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1969). More recently, following Foucault, anthropologists have focused on ritual as the exercise of power. From this viewpoint E. M. Simmonds-Duke undertakes a fascinating analysis of the Romanian bicentennial celebrations of a peasant uprising in Transylvania. The bicentennial becomes the occasion for a public debate, ostensibly about the uprising itself but more profoundly a struggle over competing definitions of national identity and socialism. As in the painting of socialism, the elaborate festivities were orchestrated by local officials for their own instru-
the law and cracking its facade, and in the second culture. The life aims of workers, on the other hand, tend toward an alternative vision of truth, equality, self-organization, and liberation from work.

34. After the strikes of 1976 the Polish government sought to elicit loyalty to itself and condemnation of strikers and their supporters by organizing mass rallies. These public rituals effectively consolidated the negative class consciousness of workers, laying the foundation for the positive class consciousness that developed during 1980 and 1981. See Bakunin and Nowak, “The Creation of a Collective Identity in a Social Movement,” p. 410.

35. In the United States there is also the juxtaposition of what Brian Powers calls “rituals” and “routines.” In his analysis of a working-class high school he shows how students cling to the ideology of success, celebrated in such rituals as the graduation ceremony, while knowing that their chances of upward mobility are bleak. He shows how, even after they leave, they continue to cling to the possibility of making it, even as they fail. I am reminded of Czeslaw Milosz’s account (see n. 36 below) of how Polish intellectuals after World War II were prepared to embrace the “Soviet” road to socialism, to participate in the painting of socialism even as they recognized its denial in reality. Thus, it is significant that the early opposition movements, led by intellectuals, always sought to work through the party. It was only in 1968 with the repression of students and intellectuals in Poland and the invasion of Czechoslovakia that many intellectuals finally lost faith in the revisionist route. Workers, on the other hand, with very different class experiences from the very beginning of state socialism, must have always found it much more difficult to bridge the chasm between what is and what was supposed to be, between their ideological status as “ruling class” and their real status as “subordinate class.” For them the painting of socialism is a much more profound lie than is the ideology of success for working-class kids in the United States. See Brian Powers, “Second Class Finish: The Effects of Rituals and Routines in a Working Class High School” (Ph.D. diss., University of California, Berkeley, 1987).


37. Milosz claims that the experiences of intellectuals can be generalized to the entire population: “Since the fate of millions is often most apparent in those who by profession note changes in themselves and in others, i.e., writers, a few portraits of typical Eastern European writers may serve as concrete examples of what is happening within the Imperium” (The Captive Mind, p. 82). Similarly, Kenneth Jowitt’s analysis of adaptive responses generated by and subversive of Soviet regimes does not distinguish between classes. He stresses the development of instrumental, calculative, and often dissimulatory approaches to the official sphere of life, undermining the values of equality, democracy, methodical economic action based on scientific planning, etc. It is clear that such individualistic responses are by no means universal, and the responses of intellectuals can be very different from those of workers. See Kenneth Jowitt, “An Organizational Approach to the Study of Political Culture in Marxist-Leninist Systems,” and “Soviet Neotraditionalism: The Political Corruption of a Leninist Regime.”

38. Again in 1988, union and management agreed to introduce an automatic checkoff system whereby union dues were deducted directly from a person’s pay. So now the union is even less responsive to the rank and file, since shop stewards no longer have to cajole and persuade their members to make their monthly contribution. This dovetails well with the renewed offensive against labor.

39. A more detailed analysis of these tensions can be found in chapter 4.

40. I don’t want to suggest that management was unconcerned about accidents. Quite the contrary. A fatal accident was a major blemish on a manager’s record and could eat away his bonus, a major part of his income. But given the pressure workers are under and the conditions of work, accidents are inevitable.

41. Gyuri would never again have anything to do with the official union. He would spearhead the drive to establish workers’ councils in the Combined Steel Works.

42. Management’s attitude is captured by a slogan plastered on the wall in the plant superintendent’s office: “At work—dictatorship; in public life—democracy.”

43. In 1988 Karczi was finding it much more difficult to make a lot of money. Buying damaged piglets and raising them was no longer so remunerative. Feed had become more expensive, and there was more competition as more and more people entered all lines of business. And then on top of that he would now have to pay taxes on any profits he made. In 1988 he again went on his three-yearly trip to Western Europe. He brought back with him today’s status symbol, a videocassette player. Since, after customs duties, the price difference between goods bought abroad and those bought at home is much less than it was even three years ago, there is not much profit to be gained from reselling articles purchased in Germany. Competition has created a new class of entrepreneurs who increasingly dominate the private sector, while workers find it more and more difficult to make money on the side. As Iván Szélényi has argued for the case of housing, opening up the market initially operates to the advantage of workers, countering the inequalities of administrative allocation, but subsequently the distributional inequalities of state and market tend to reinforce each another. See Iván Szélényi, Urban Social Inequalities under State Socialism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1985).

44. Some might argue that the rituals of the Japanese factory constitute a painting of capitalism. This would excite an imminent critique of Japanese capitalism for not being sufficiently capitalist. It would counteract any tendencies, always weak in capitalism, for the lived experience of work to generate an interest in socialism.

46. Here I have been very influenced by the work of Paul Johnston. See his “Politics of Public Work” (Ph.D. diss., University of California, Berkeley, 1988).


48. That jokes are such a pervasive form of communication is itself testimony to the gulf between appearances and reality. Jokes are the most effective way of capturing the double existence of workers: the opposition between ideological and real experiences. In capitalism, ideology is more diffuse and enjoined to reality more smoothly, so jokes are not so central to the discourse of daily life. See, for example, the preponderance of jokes about socialism in Steven Lukes and Itzhak Gains, No Laughing Matter (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1985).

Chapter Six: The Radiant Future

1. I say mankind advisedly, since much of the anticommunist agitation has gone along with an equally vehement endorsement of the patriarchal family.

2. It has become a cliché to criticize Lenin for his neglect of individual rights. One of his earliest and most eloquent critics was Rosa Luxemburg, who argued that there can be no radical democracy without the protection of bourgeois rights. See Rosa Luxemburg, “The Russian Revolution” (1918), in Rosa Luxemburg Speaks, ed. Alice Waters (New York: Pathfinder, 1970). For more contemporary criticisms, see A. J. Polan, Lenin and the End of Politics (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1984), and Steven Lukes, Marxism and Morality (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1985).


4. See László Bruszt, “1989: The Negotiated Revolution in Hungary,” Social Research 57 (1990): 365–87. Ellen Comisso argues that the difference between Poland’s and Hungary’s negotiated transitions lay in the presence of Solidarity—an established alternative to the Communist party which was absent in Hungary. “It is this that perhaps explains why the PUWP [Polish United Workers’ Party] stood firm for so long in the face of mass opposition while the Hungarian party, confronted with the demands of a few thousand intellectuals, conceded virtually everything” (Comisso, “Crisis in Socialism or Crisis of Socialism,” World Politics 42 (1990): 570).

5. Many writers believe that the socialist economy is inherently unref ormable. János Kornai, for example, argues that the root of the problem lies in soft budget constraints, and that any attempt to harden them without changing ownership relations is doomed to failure. See Kornai, The Economics of Short-
ment opened, the parties organized themselves into two major coalitions, one around the governing party (MDF) and the other around the opposition party (SZDSZ). Within the two major parties there are, of course, different tendencies. Within the SZDSZ, for example, there is an important social democratic wing.

9. This was, of course, not the only issue that divided the two parties. The SZDSZ accused the MDF of endangering relations with neighboring countries by their nationalist fervor, while the MDF accused the SZDSZ of bolshevism in the way they wanted to impose their vision of the capitalist future on Hungary. In this accusation the MDF was also referring to the communist past of some of the leading members of the SZDSZ.

10. One analysis of voting based on opinion polls taken after the elections argues that the high rates of nonvoting (35 percent in the first round and 55 percent in the second round) were in part the result of working-class abstention, which in turn pointed to the absence of a viable social democratic platform. See Tamás Kolosi, Iván Szélényi, Szonja Szélényi, and Bruce Western, “The Making of Political Fields in the Post-Communist Transition: Dynamics of Class and Party in Hungarian Politics, 1989–1990” (paper presented at the annual meeting of the American Sociological Association, Washington, D.C., 1990).

11. The official exchange rate rose from about forty-five forints to the dollar in 1988 to sixty forints to the dollar in 1990.

12. A new law came into effect in 1990 which slightly changed the composition of the enterprise council. Originally, 50 percent of its members were elected by employees and 50 percent were appointed by the general director, who was not a voting member. Now 50 percent plus one of its members are to be elected while the majority of the remaining slots are automatically filled by top managers, leaving only a minority appointed by the general director. In the elections of 1990 an unexpectedly low number (about 15 percent) of enterprise directors lost their jobs. Since certain ownership rights are still invested in the enterprise council, many have been arguing for “renationalization,” bringing state enterprises under stronger central control so as to coordinate privatization. Others see the enterprise council as a temporary management body which will cease to exist as soon as privatization has occurred. See Vedat Milor, “Hungary: The Political Economy of Ownership Reform” (manuscript, World Bank, 1990); and Hungary Today 2:9 (September 1990): 2–3.

13. Ellen Comisso has argued that one of the most important obstacles to the transition to capitalism is the legacy of communal ownership in which individuals and groups had the right to freely use property as they wished. In this system of property rights, might determined right, and the party state through its monopoly of coercion was able to dictate the appropriate use of property. The collapse of the party state and the installation of democracy does not itself lend itself to private property; Comisso argues, many of the pathologies of the old regime are exacerbated under the new regime. See Ellen Comisso, “Property Rights, Liberalism, and the Transition from 'Actually Existing' Socialism,” East European Politics and Societies (forthcoming).

14. Originally the SPA was to have an executive director and a board of eleven directors. Six of these would be elected by parliament and five nominated by the following interest groups—employers' associations, trade unions, environmental protection agencies, social security agencies, and state holding companies. This was changed by the new government so that the eleven members are made up of seven government officials, three selected by the opposition parties, and one independent. The board is now less representative of different interests in society. More important, even though the board meets once every two weeks, the transactions it is supposed to examine are so full of technical details that most of the power resides with the staff of the SPA, and particularly its director. In September 1990, the transformation law was further altered to give even more control to the SPA. Originally, the shares owned by the state in enterprises undergoing privatization were nonvoting shares. These have been changed to voting shares, giving the SPA much greater power over the transformation process. Second, the SPA decides autonomously whether to accept or reject a transformation plan submitted by the enterprise council. If it rejects the plan then it tenders offers from other bidders for the privatization of the company. In its attempt to reduce the power of enterprise managers, the state has strengthened its hold over the transformation of the economy.

15. See, for example, Erzsébet Szalai, “Systemic or Elitist Change?” (manuscript, Budapest, 1990).


17. Originally, there were three national organizations: one which traced itself back to the 1956 workers' councils, another which was linked to the political grouping known as the “Left Alternative,” and a third linked to the MDF. At the end of 1990 only the last two continued to exist.


21. See Alejandro Foxley, “After Authoritarianism: Political Alternatives,” in Development Democracy and the Art of Trespassing, ed. Alejandro Foxley, Mi-

22. See Szelenyi, Socialist Entrepreneurs.


25. There are, of course, all sorts of problems with employee ownership, if only because of the irrationality of the capitalist order in which it operates. Pointing to its specific inefficiencies does not by itself detract from its value, since all solutions have their inefficiencies. Too often the argument against employee ownership is based on an illusory model of capitalism that exists nowhere but in the head of an economist. For a discussion of the various alternative strategies of transition, including employee ownership, see Stark, “Privatization in Hungary,” and Milor, “Hungary: The Political Economy of Ownership Reform.” For a detailed proposal for implementing an employee stock ownership plan for Hungary, see János Lukács, “Employee Stock Ownership Programme: Basic Principles of the Concept of Regulation” (manuscript, Rézs-Vétel, November 1990).
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